Hi!
Before you get into the sample chapter, I thought it might be useful to give you a
general overview of the book.
It’s set out in the same stages you and you child will go through during the GCSE years.
Here’s the basic timeline:
Stage 1: Preparing
This is the mental preparation bit. It talks about how your teenager’s brain is
developing, and why they are procrastinating. It talks about their mindset, and finding
their reason to put in the effort.

It also talks about how you can support them in

developing their resilience and their independence.
(Yes, it’s the ’NO MORE NAGGING’ section!)
Stage 2: Organising
This is where you help them set up a structure for their revision, their notes, and their
workspace.
Stage 3: Studying
The nuts and bolts of studying itself.

Managing their time, learning how they learn

best, and avoiding distractions and overwhelm.
Stage 4: Doing
Here’s where we talk about getting them mentally ready for mocks and then for their
actual exams, including tips for what to do in those stressful weeks once exams start.
Stage 5: Winning
By the time you get to this stage, exams will be over.
You can all go and sun yourselves on a beach for a while, safe in the knowledge that
you did everything you could.
The book draws together what I’ve learned in 15 years as a teacher, as well as being a
mum of three.
This chapter is actually first in the book, since it explains exactly how your child’s brain
is developing, and WHY they are so ‘teenager-y’.
(Also, and possibly most importantly, why it’s not your fault!)
Emily
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How their brain development impacts on their behaviour, and why
that’s important.

If it makes you feel better, all parents go through the phase of
wondering what the heck they did wrong to create such a
monster, feeling horrified at the way their teenager treats
them/their siblings, and generally wanting to scream into a
pillow.
Here’s what you need to remember about this ‘teenage’
behaviour phase:

It’s (probably) normal
They will be a fully functional human being again
at the end of it
Wine/chocolate/ice-cream helps (you, not them.)
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Seriously though, it’s a frustrating thing to watch as a parent.
Your well-adjusted, loving child is a distant memory. You’re
fighting battles on a daily basis on subjects ranging from skirt
length to Xbox usage to curfews.
They make decisions that we don’t understand and get
angry and argumentative at the drop of a hat. You don’t know
where this behaviour came from.
The diagnosis? You’ve got a case of the teenager. And
there’s no cure.

I could get really science-y on you here, but I’ll keep it
straightforward.
Your child’s brain is having a massive growth spurt. It’s
doing all sorts of vital development that turns your child into
an adult. That takes time. And patience. (Oh so much
patience…)

The (slightly) science-y bit:
Meet some important bits of your brain:

The nucleus accumbens is all about seeking pleasure and
rewards.
Think of it as your ‘happy’ drunk 1 friend. The one who
suggests the dodgy kebab place at the end of the night (even
after what happened last time…). The same one who has to
be talked out of getting a tattoo/snogging someone
random/drunk-texting an ex.
Basically, if left unsupervised, the nucleus accumbens will
make some very questionable choices.
The amygdala is the place where your ‘gut’ reactions
come from – like fear and aggression.
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You know the guy who gets a bit trigger-happy when he’s
had a few? Who’ll start a fight because someone ‘looked at
them funny’? That’s the amygdala.

The prefrontal cortex handles your complex decision making.
It’s the designated driver of your brain. It looks out for the
drunk friends and stops them doing anything too stupid. It
makes plans, controls impulses, and can actually focus on
what’s important in a situation.

Hang on, what’s all this got to do with my teenager?

The brain goes through a big clearout when you’re in your
teens. It’s a bit like their bedroom – it wants to get rid of
anything it doesn’t need any more (you know, the ‘babyish’
stuff), and make space for the new, grown-up stuff.
The brain does this by pruning away old connections
(synapses). That lets the useful connections work better.
As the brain develops, it starts at the back, and works its
way forward. It clears out the old, unused synapses, and
builds up the new.
That means that the nucleus accumbens and the amygdala are being developed before the prefrontal cortex.
Yup, your drunk friends are being left unsupervised on a
weekend in Vegas. Be afraid.
In a teenager, this often means putting reward over risk, or
misinterpreting situations.
For example:
Leaving your coursework until the last minute
because you were out with your mates all summer
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Doing your homework on the way to school
because you got distracted by a Netflix binge last
night
Not doing something your dad asked you to
because your phone was more interesting.
Having a tantrum because your mum asked you to
do something ‘unreasonable’ – like tidy your room,
brush your teeth, get off the sofa today, that kind of
thing.

Anything else I should know?
We’ve not even mentioned the dreaded hormones yet,
have we?!
As we all learned at school, you have a massive surge of
hormones during puberty, and these don’t just drive the
physical changes. Oh no.
Ladies, I know I’m not alone in that I can be a tad bit irrational or irritable once a month.
I’ve had a couple of decades to get used to how this
hormone imbalance affects my mood, and yet I’m still not
capable of stopping it. (If you’ve got any secret tips, let me
know!)
I know enough to warn my husband to batten down the
hatches. For a teenager though, this is the first time they’ve
dealt with this emotional rollercoaster, and theirs lasts WAY
longer.
Take a second to think back to when you were a teenager.
What did you argue with your parents about? Would you be
on the other side of that argument now as a parent? What
questionable choices did you make that you now look back
on with shame….?
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We’ve all been through it, but it’s very different looking at
it from the outside!

So what am I supposed to do??
Firstly, remind yourself on a daily basis not to take this
personally.
It’s hard to do that when doors are slamming, or your
teenager hasn’t actually said a word to you for days, but it
really isn’t about you (most of the time).
If you can, try to keep communication lines open by
picking your battles carefully. You might not like the dyedblack hair that’s appeared, but if you fly off the handle about
this, then will they even tell you the big stuff?
A huge part of what they’re doing is learning to be their
own person. They’re trying out different things to see who
they are as an individual, and that means experimenting.
They’re going to want to shock you with things, and push the
boundaries to learn what is ok, and what isn’t.
Think about it like this – when you drag your drunk
friend away from the bad choice they’re about to make,
they’ll probably argue. BUT, when they wake up the
following day (and have sobered up) they’ll be pretty glad
you stopped them.
It’s going to take a while until the effects of ‘teenager’
wear off your child. Once they do, they’ll be glad you were
there to keep them safe and stop them doing anything too
stupid.
It’s worth the wait.

Why the science lesson? Well, first it’s helpful to know it’s not
personal.
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Second, it’s helpful to know you’ve not just raised a superirresponsible sloth-child, just a normal teenager.

THE ONE THING
Remember. This is completely normal.
You’re doing an awesome job. I promise.
Choose your battles wisely, and don’t take any of it
personally.

1. The reason this relates to drunk friends is that alcohol reduces the activity
in the next section of the brain. The sensible section. The one that is NOT
running the show in a teenager…

If you’ve enjoyed this chapter, you can get hold of the rest of the book on Amazon.

https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B08BF14J92

Here’s what other people have
said about the book:

“I think it’s excellent”. Emily’s mum
Ok, ok. I’ll do proper reviews from now on.

